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Why is the show called Generation Game?
The show is about generations and gambling. Also there was a TV show with
the title „The Generation Game“ which was really popular in the 70‘s & 80‘s.
Can you say a few words about the light box on the window?
These kind of display boxes are very common for restaurants, pubs or little
shops. The work was made in collaboration with Othmar Farré. The arrangement shows some decorative elements such as a sports car, and a betting
ticket for example.
In the oil stick drawings - what does the word „Spielce“ mean?
The word is incomplete. The whole word „Spielcenter“ means game center or
gambling center. These places are not licensed in Switzerland. Cause of this
a lot of them are located right behind the boarder in Germany and France.
How much interaction have you had with the wardrobes?
Mainly I removed the doors to replace them by glass planes (Euro White).
Further I did just repairs that were absolutely necessary which was of course
different from case to case.
Is this maquette a real place?
It could be one.

Jan Kiefer was born in 1979 in Trier, Germany and lives and works in Basel,
Switzerland. He studied at Academy of Art and Design, Basel, Switzerland.
Previous recent exhibitions include; Postcodes, Coletor, São Paulo, Gillmeier
Rech, Berlin, Swiss Art Awards, Basel, Guaud, Kunsthaus Baselland, Basel
& 6 Kuenstler aus Basel x2, Kunsthalle Basel. Upcoming exhibitions include:
Basel Art Prize, Kunsthalle Basel, Mileu, Bern, Switzerland & Les Urbaines,
Lausanne.
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